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With this single publication, learn all you need to know about making frozen treats and delights. in
addition to elegant water ices and granitas, show-stopping ice cream cakes and gateaux, kid-
friendly frozen goodies, and incredible edibles for the wellness- and calorie-conscious. The 500
fabulous, easy, cool, and glorious indulgences highlighted in this publication include classic ice

lotions, sorbets, and Italian-style gelatos;
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Inaccuracies Lots of recipes, but there are inaccuracies regarding the amount of ice cream 1 recipe
will make - one of these: the vanilla ice cream recipe on web page 19 says it "Makes about 1-1/4
pints" (2-1/2 cups). How can you combine 2 cups of dairy, 1 cup weighty cream, plus vanilla and
glucose (not to mention a good little bit of air in the churning process) and end up getting 2-1/2 cups
of ice cream? Just thing I can think of is in the event that you "flavor" it repeatedly while it's churning
- just to make sure it's still good! tons of ice cream I can honestly say We haven't even gotten
through a quarter of these dishes. Who could?. There are 500 and they all appearance delicious.!
Love it!! I just want to pour everything in the ice cream machine and force start !.. For me this book
is quite useful and I can hardly wait to start trying a few of these out. The reserve includes not only
ice creams but all of the caramel sauces and accompaniments that produce the ice cream.? Five
Stars There are several great recipes in here.! Owning over 700 prepare books did I really need this
one yeah its fundamental, little advance in some areas, and a very important thing about this book
will there be not desk quality recipes, They are examined and yes they perform work, most prepare
books are cranked out without ever being tested, nice to invest $30 in ingredients and discover that
its a desk recipe, Not really with this baby. If you did all of these, you'll have to create this review
from beyond the grave that i hope to not need to offer with for a long time.! Must buy Purchased
this as something special for an ice cream maker that we are giving my mother. I also have an ice
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cream maker, Cuisinart, and before offering this to her realized it was filled with wonderful recipes,
and I produced some notes for myself Great book ! There are some simple recipes, some creative
recipes, some easy, some hard, even more quirky plus some more standard.! seriously! You will like
this little pink ice cream bible! We perform! From the basic vanilla to the most unbelievable frozen
treats.. It has many different types of ice creams or gelatos.its like exploring a new universe! The
quality recipes are so well written and photos big and shiny. Yep, you understand this, you're
completed.In seriousness, the ones that I did try all turned out great and tasted because they were
described. great source for all ice-cream related recipes I am so happy for this one.Long story short
is that if you want to do the complete home made ice cream thing, then that is probably the only
show you will ever actually need unless you need to get totally crazy. I acquired a Cuisinart Ice
cream maker for Xmas and have made many many ice cream batches since that time. Thank you
for speedy delivery and great cost. Five Stars My girl says she likes the wide selection of ice cream
quality recipes. you get the idea. There is a lot of differnt variations that can be played with, which
covers much more than ice cream, there are plenty of beverages, and frozen desserts to enjoy as
well. A good book to have add to anyone's ice cream making desires. Five Stars GREAT ! Be sure
to understand this book to go with your fresh ice cream maker!. You can use many different
ingredients, everything you like the best. Fun to search! I recommend this publication for use with
your new ice cream maker, good recipes, plenty of variety for different ingredients. Recipes that
work! excellent wife loved it There is definitely an assortment of recipes, but too ... There is surely an
range of recipes, but an excessive amount of preparation just to produce ice cream. There are ice
lotions, sorbets, yorurts. Ave This book made me drool with exictment I love all the different recipes
this publication has. Three Stars It's a super small book. Four Stars Great methods and tastes in
this book
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